Would you like to dig in an Imperial Age Roman site?

The Urvinum Hortense Project is guided by two main objectives. First, it seeks to build a better understanding of the topography of the ancient Roman municipal, as well as its relationships with the other Roman cities of Umbria (Hispellium, Spoletium, Fulginium). Second, it aims to be a productive and stimulative place where students from all over the world can share their experiences, learn techniques and strategies of survey, excavation, archaeological stratigraphy, sampling procedures, field data collection, recording methods, documentation and report.

Cost:
2500€ - 4 weeks
4000€ – 8 weeks

Price includes all meals, housing and guided tour on the weekend

No experience required!

You will learn valuable skills like: excavation, finds processing, photogrammetry and archaeological computing!

TO APPLY:
http://laboratorioarcheol.wixsite.com/unipg

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Email: laboratorioarcheologico@hotmail.com
Or follow us on facebook!